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By now, you’re probably familiar 
with the California Consumer 
Privacy Act (CCPA), which went 
into effect on the first day of 2020. 
Though it’s a state law, it impacts 
how businesses across the globe 
manage the personal information 
(PI) of California’s residents. But 
CCPA’s legacy is that it redefined 
what PI actually is:

“Information that identifies, relates to, describes, 
is reasonably capable of being associated with, or 
could reasonably be linked, directly or indirectly, 
with a particular consumer or household.”

To clarify further, PI includes direct identifiers such 
as name and address, as well as indirect identifiers 
such as IP addresses and cookies. The definition 
also extends to biometric data, Internet activity, 
and more. The moral of the story is that going 
forward, companies will need to design their 
data ecosystems to be flexible to meet privacy 
requirements since even the very definition is a 
moving target.

Enter the Virginia Consumer Data Protection Act 
(VCDPA), which some are calling the CCPA of 
the East Coast. No matter what you call it, the 
concept has quickly jumped across the country, 
and become a reality for Virginia businesses. Some 
say this may open the floodgates for Washington 
to consider a national privacy law. Regardless, 
businesses that collect or process Virginians’ 
data will likely be affected, so businesses should 
prepare. Although many lawyers are saying 
VCDPA is more business-friendly than CCPA, there 
are new and different requirements that need 
to be addressed like corrective action and data 
protection assessments.

CCPA VS. VCDPA: A QUICK COMPARISON

First, let’s define which businesses are subject to 
VCDPA. While the graphic below shows the two 
scenarios that make a business subject to the law, 
if your website receives more than 275 unique 
Virginia visitors per day, your business is likely to 
be in scope for VCDPA. 

Note one important omission: there are no 
revenue threshold imposing obligations. While 
California said any company with revenues over 
$25 million is subject to CCPA, Virginia does not 
make this blanket stipulation for large companies—
which may be an advantage for large B2B 
companies that don’t process more than 100,000 
Virginians’ PI data.
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In addition, Virginia’s law doubles the number 
of Virginia consumers a company can process (to 
100,000) without being subject to the law and 
explicitly omits a person from its definition where 
they are "acting in a commercial or employment 
context.” Taken together, these factors essentially 
mean that VCDPA does not cover B2B or employee 
data. Additional differences between the two laws 
can be found in the chart below.

HOW COMPANIES CAN PREPARE  
FOR DATA PRIVACY LAWS

Many companies find themselves in one of three 
categories as it relates to data privacy efforts:

Already Automated: If you’ve 
already taken the time to implement 
automation for data privacy—due 
to CCPA or otherwise—then you’ll 
likely be in good shape for VCDPA, 
or as other states adopt privacy laws.

Manual Approach: Making an effort 
to track your data privacy activities 
demonstrates a strong commitment 
to compliance, but ever-changing 
regulations will quickly render any 
manual approaches untenable. The 
arrival of VCDPA means it’s time 
to start automating the most time-
consuming aspects of your privacy 
work.  

Haven’t Started: You’re likely 
behind, especially if more legislation 
starts passing. (So, it’s probably time 
to start getting more proactive more 
your data privacy efforts.)

CCPA    VCDPA

Access and 
Portability

Rectification

Delete

Opt-Out of 
Sale of PI

Opt-Out of 
Targeted 

Marketing

Risk 
Assessments

Right to 
Private Action

**

*CPRA includes all of these rights and goes into effect 1/1/2023, to replace CCPA.

**CDPA more specifically describes the sale of PI data 

***CDPA offers a right to appeal, but not to private action

***

*
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Whether you’re doing data privacy well, 
transitioning to an automated approach, or 
starting from scratch, there’s good news: there’s 
a roadmap for what you need to do to start being 
compliant—or to take your data privacy efforts to 
the next level—outlined in the five steps above.

You may have noticed that the requirement to 
perform a data protection assessment (DPA) is 
specific to VCDPA. It sets the expectation for you 
to review processes, identify any risks, and explain 
the steps you’re taking to remediate that risk.  
This is critical if your business:

•  Processes data for targeted advertisements

•  Sells or profiles personal data

•  Processes sensitive data or if processing has  
 heightened risk to consumers

So again, no matter where you fall on the spectrum 
of preparation, there is always much to unpack 
when these new data privacy laws go into effect.

TURN POTENTIAL PRIVACY 
REQUIREMENTS INTO OPPORTUNITY

Virginia may be a proxy for the future of data 
privacy laws. But while new mandates are likely 
on the horizon, there is a silver lining: Forrester 
research has proven that investing in data privacy 
has a positive ROI, especially when you account for 
the expensive impact of a data breach or quantify 
the benefits of trust and privacy appreciation. That 
means there’s legitimate value—and the potential 
for new or increased brand loyalty—if you’re 
willing to protect your customers. The time to start 
building a sustainable ecosystem is now. 

Map PI Data

Conduct PI Inventory, Flow and CRUD

Establish Processes

Rights Requests and Fulfillment 
Processes (Consumers, Upstream 
and Downstream Vendors)

Processor (Vendor) 
Compliance

Update Service 
Provider Contract

Demonstrate Security

Perform a Data 
Protection Assessment*

Business Obligations, 
Necessary Activities for 

Compliance

Inform Consumers

Notification Obligations 
– Do Not Sell Link, 
Privacy Notice, Consent
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